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Bias in NLP
Offensive stereotyping

• Using swear words to describe groups of people aiming at stressing on the 
inferiority of the identity of that groups [1].


• Since the internet is rife with swear words and slurs, it is important to study 
how ML models encode this offensive stereotyping.


• In this work, we study this offensive stereotyping in static and contextual 
word embeddings.

[1] Kukla, Rebecca. "Slurs, interpellation, and ideology." The Southern Journal of Philosophy 56 (2018): 7-32.
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SOS Bias
Definition

Systematic Offensive Stereotyping (SOS) bias:

“A systematic association in the word embeddings  

between profanity and marginalized groups of people”



1.SOS Bias in Static Word Embeddings



SOS Bias
Measurement

•Profanity: 

•A list of 403 swear words.


•Marginalized groups: 

•Women, LGBTQ, Non-white-ethnicity. 

•Non-offensive identity words (NOI).


•Association: 

•cosine similarity.

Table 1: NOI words



•  is a word embeddings model, e.g. W2V.


•   is the average of swear words for a word embedding ( ).


•  is the word vector of the NOI word  for the word embeddings 
( ).


• Min-max normalization for a SOS scores in [0, 1].
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SOS Bias
Measurement

Normalised Cosine Similarity to Profanity (NCSP)



SOS Bias
Word Embeddings

Table 2: examined word embeddings in our work

• 15 word embeddings.


• Models: Skip-gram, Glove, FastText.


• Data: Social media data, Wikipedia, 
google news, and common crawls.


• 3 de-biased word embeddings (gender 
bias removed).



SOS Bias
Bias in word embeddings

Table 3: Mean SOS scores of the different groups for all the word embeddings.

In 14 out of the 15 word embeddings, 
there is higher SOS bias against 

marginalised groups 

Gender Bias removed



SOS Bias
Bias in word embeddings

Table 4: Mean SOS scores of the different groups for all the word embeddings.

Most biased against LGBTQ

Most biased against women

Most biased against Non-white ethnicity

Some word embeddings are 
more SOS biased against 

certain groups 



SOS Bias
Bias in word embeddings SOS bias vs. Social bias

Figure 1: Spearman’s correlation

SOS bias reveals different 
information from the ones 

revealed by social bias

• Social bias: Gender and Racial bias


• Metrics: WEAT[1], RND[2], RNSB[3], 
and ECT[4]

[1] Caliskan, Aylin and Bryson, Joanna J. and Narayanan, Arvind “Semantics derived automatically from language corpora contain human-like biases”.

[2] Garg, Nikhil and Schiebinger, Londa and Jurafsky, Dan and Zou, James “Word embeddings quantify 100 years of gender and ethnic stereotypes”.

[3] Sweeney, Chris  and Najafian, Maryam “A Transparent Framework for Evaluating Unintended Demographic Bias in Word Embeddings”.

[4] Kamalika Chaudhuri and Masashi Sugiyama “Attenuating Bias in Word vectors”



1. SOS bias and online hate [1].


2. Our proposed method (NCSP) versus other bias metrics (WEAT, 
RND,RNSB, ECT) to measure the SOS bias.

SOS Bias
Validation

[1] Hawdon, James, Atte Oksanen, and Pekka Räsänen. "Online Extremism and Online Hate." NORDICOM (2015): 29.



SOS Bias
SOS bias vs. Online hate statistics

Figure 2: Pearson’s correlation between SOS bias scores and published stats on online hate.

According to the online hate stats: 

• LGBTQ (61%).


•Non-White ethnicity (60%).


•Women (44%).


The expected pattern of positive correlation is: 

• The word embeddings most biased against LGBTQ and Non-White ethnicities 
correlate positively.


• The word embeddings most biased against women correlates negatively.


Table 5: The percentage of examined groups  
that experience online hate 

in different countries [1].

[1] Hawdon, James, Atte Oksanen, and Pekka Räsänen. "Online Extremism and Online Hate." NORDICOM (2015): 29.



SOS Bias
SOS bias vs. Online hate statistics

Figure 2: Pearson’s correlation between SOS bias scores and published stats on online hate.

Most biased against LGBTQ

Most biased against women

Most biased against Non-white ethnicity

SOS bias scores are representative 
of the online hate experienced by 

marginalised groups.



SOS Bias
SOS bias vs. Online hate statistics

Figure 2: Pearson’s correlation between SOS bias scores and published stats on online hate.

Most biased against LGBTQ

Most biased against women

Most biased against Non-white ethnicity

Our SOS bias metric (NCSP) is the 
most reflective of the SOS bias in the 

different word embeddings 



SOS Bias
Does it explain the performance of hate speech detection models?

Table 6: Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the SOS bias scores measured  
using different metrics and the F1 scores of the model

• MLP and Bi-LSTM models + frozen 
embeddings layer.


• 4 Hate speech datasets.


• Correlate SOS bias scores with F1 
scores

No! SOS bias does not  explain the 
performance of Hate speech 

detection models.



2.SOS Bias in Contextual Word Embeddings



CrowS-Pairs [1]

Data Human generated stereotyped vs non-stereotyped sentences

Task MLM

e.g.
Score (S) = P(is | she) + P(a| she) + P(nurse| she)


Score (S’) =P(is | he) + P(a| he) + P(nurse| he)

Bias type 9 types

Bias in LM

[1] Crows-Pairs: A Challenge Dataset for Measuring Social Biases in Masked Language Models


Table 7: Used intrinsic bias metrics

Measurement



Bias in LM

[1] Crows-Pairs: A Challenge Dataset for Measuring Social Biases in Masked Language Models


Figure 3: Crows-Pairs Example [1] 

Measurement



Bias in LM

[1] Crows-Pairs: A Challenge Dataset for Measuring Social Biases in Masked Language Models


Measurement

Score(S) =
C

∑
i

logP(ui |M, θ)

ui is an unmodified token, non-identity words, i where ui ∈ U
M is the modified tokens which are words that describe an identity group.
S is the sentence where S = U ∪ M . It could be a sterotypical or non-stereotypical sentence.



Bias in LM
Measurement

S is the sterotpical sentence
S′  is the non-sterotpical sentence
N is the Number of stereotpical sentences

Bias score = Count(Score(S) > Score(S′ ))
N

Score Meaning

0.5 No bias.

> 0.5 The model is biased towards the stereotype

< 0.5 The model is biased against the stereotype



SOS Bias
Definition

Systematic Offensive Stereotyping (SOS) bias:

“A systematic association in the word embeddings  

between profanity and marginalized groups of people”



SOS Bias in LM
Measurement

•Profanity vs niceness: 

•A list of 21 swear words

•A list 21 nice words.


•Marginalized groups: 

•Women, LGBTQ, Non-white-ethnicity, disability, religion, occupation. 

•Non-offensive identity words (NOI).


•Association: 

•Log-liklihood MLM.



Create synthesised data: 

         Template1 : “You are ……”  
         Template2 : “I……” 

    Template3 : “……” 

SOS Bias in LM
Measurement

Nice Word, Verb

Or
Profane Word,  
hateful Verb

! Identity group!



Create synthesised data: Example:  

SOS Bias in LM
Measurement

Profane sentence: You are a dumb Arab Nice sentence: You are a nice Arab

Template1

Profane sentence: I hate Arab Nice sentence: I love Arab
Template2

Profane sentence: Kill Arab Nice sentence: Hug Arab

Template3



Create synthesised data: 
• 21 Template with nice and profane words. 
• 84 marginalised and non-marginalised identities  gender, racial, 

religion, sexual-orientation, ablism, social class(occupations). 
• 1764 nice and profane sentences to measure the SOS bias.

SOS Bias in LM
Measurement



Crows-Pairs to measure SOS bias

Data Templated sentences: profane vs nice sentences

Task MLM

e.g.
Score (S) = P(you | dumb) + P(are| dumb) + P(a| dumb) + P(arab| dumb)


Score (S’) = P(you | nice) + P(are| nice) + P(a| nice) + P(arab| nice)

Bias type SOS bias for 6 sensitive attributes.

Table 7: SOS intrinsic bias metrics in LM

Measurement
SOS Bias in LM



SOS Bias in LM
Measurement

Score(S) =
C

∑
i

logP(ui |M, θ)

S is the profane sentence
S′  is the nice sentence
N is the Number of profane sentences

SOS Bias score = Count(Score(S) > Score(S′ ))
N



SOS Bias in LM
Measurement

SOS 
Bias Score Meaning

0.5 No bias.

> 0.5 The model associates profanity with the identity group present in the sentence

< 0.5 The model associates niceness with the identity group present in the sentence. 



Models Pre-training data

Bert-base-uncased Books Corpus and English Wikipedia

Roberta-base Books Corpus, CC-NEWS, OPEN-WEB-TEXT, Stories

Albert-base Books Corpus and English Wikipedia

SOS Bias in LM
LM Models

Table 8: Used Language models



SOS Bias in LM
Scores

The attributes that received the most bias are: Sexual orientation, Disability, Race, 
and Religion



SOS Bias in LM
Scores

Sensitive attribute: Sexual orientation

High SOS bias scores towards both marginalised and non-marginalised

Homosexuals Heterosexuals



SOS Bias in LM
Scores

Sensitive attribute: Race

Higher SOS bias scores towards marginalised

Non-white White



SOS Bias in LM
Scores

Sensitive attribute: Religion

Higher SOS bias scores towards non-marginalised

Non-Christian Christian



SOS Bias in LM
Scores

Sensitive attribute: Disability

How to describe abled people?

Deaf, blind, disabled



SOS Bias in LM
Does it explain the performance of hate speech detection models?

• Fine-tune Albert-base, Bert-base, 
Roberta-base


• Jigsaw-toxicity dataset: 400K, 40% 
training, 30% validation and 30% test.


• Correlate mean SOS bias for all 
sensitive attributes and scores with F1 
scores

No! SOS bias does not  explain the 
performance of hate speech detection models.

Models F1-scores

Bert-base-uncased 0.582

Roberta-base 0.589

Albert-base 0.558

Table 9: Performance on hate speech detection.



SOS Bias
Findings

1. There is SOS bias in Static and contextual word embeddings. 

2. SOS bias is higher towards marginalised groups (Women, LGBTQ, and Non-
white-ethnicity) in most of the examined static word embeddings but not 
Contextual word embedding.


3. The SOS bias is reflective of the online hate that marginalised groups of people 
experience in static word embeddings.


4. SOS bias does not explains the performance of the different word embeddings 
Static or contextual on hate speech detection. However, That could be because of 
other biases in the hate speech datasets. 



Limitations

1. Our proposed metrics are limited to the English language and the bias from a 
Western perspective.


2. The proposed SOS bias metrics measures the existence of bias not its absence. 
Low scores don not mean the model is unbiased.


3. The use of template sentences do not provide real context.


4. Using the log-likelihood with MLM task to measure bias gives different scores 
between Transformers 3 and 4.


5. Measuring intrinsic bias is important but at the moment our tools to measure it 
are not reliable.

SOS Bias



What is Next

1. Measure Fairness in downstream tasks. 

2. Investigate the impact of different sources of bias on the downstream 
fairness.


3. Investigate the impact of different debasing methods on the downstream 
fairness.

SOS Bias



Future Work

• Studying Bias and fairness from a non-Western perspective: 


1. Language.


2. Culture.

SOS Bias
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Questions?

@FatmaElsafoury
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